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The Ultimate Rules for Grandpa Success Being a grandfather is a very important role. There are children to bribe, forts to build, tea parties to attend, and tutus to be worn if you want to achieve your full grandfatherly potential. This book is here to prepare you for those touching moments when your grandchildren ask you for advice, don’t ask you for advice, or can’t remember your name. Here you’ll learn when to inspire, enlighten, or perhaps just zip up that lip. Heed the advice of grandfathers who have come before you. No matter what your approach is, you are sure to enjoy being a grandfather (if you promise to listen to Grandma).

Fun book for new grandpa’s.

Dad said he got a kick out of this book

I thought this book would have short one to several sentence quips, instead they are several page personal stories from the author. Not bad, just not the cute funny wit I was hoping for.
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